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Abstract
Liver biopsy images play a key role in the diagnosis of global non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
(NAFLD). The NAFLD activity score (NAS) on
liver biopsy images grades the amount of histological findings that reflect the progression of NAFLD.
However, liver biopsy image analysis remains a
challenging task due to its complex tissue structures and sparse distribution of histological findings. In this paper, we propose a sparse interpretable feature learning method (SparseX) to efficiently estimate NAS. First, we introduce an interpretable spatial sampling strategy based on histological features to effectively select informative
tissue regions containing tissue alterations. Then,
SparseX formulates the feature learning as a lowrank decomposition problem. Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)-based attributes learning
is embedded into a deep network to compress and
select sparse features for a small portion of tissue
alterations contributing to diagnosis. Experiments
conducted on the internal Liver-NAS and public
SteatosisRaw datasets show the effectiveness of the
proposed method in terms of classification performance and interpretability.

1

Figure 1: Distribution of histological findings in the WSI of liver.
Sparsity exists in spatial and feature domains. The WSI is annotated
by a pathologist, roughly highlighting histological findings for illustration. (best viewed in color)

Introduction

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a worldwide
liver disease. It affects 25% of the global adult population and has raised public concern in recent years [Lin et
al., 2021]. Whole slide images (WSIs) of the liver record
tissue structures at the cellular level and provide visual insights for monitoring NAFLD progression. The diagnosis
of NAFLD requires an estimation of the NAS, which is defined and graded according to the number of three histological findings (e.g., steatosis, inflammation, ballooning) [Puri
and Sanyal, 2012]. These histological findings are tissue alterations specific to NAFLD. Accurate NAS provide a quantitative indicator that is important for patient treatment making. Diagnosing NAFLD is laborious, and an increased global
prevalence would cause a heavy burden on medical systems.
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The development of automatic diagnosis systems would be a
promising method.
Deep learning methods have achieved promising results
in histological image analysis including nuclei segmentation
[Liu et al., 2019] and classification [Zhou et al., 2018] on
small tissue regions. NAS scoring from whole-slide liver
biopsy images remains challenging due to the sparse distribution of histological findings. As shown in Figure 1, it demonstrates the distribution of histological findings in the WSI of
the liver. Spatial sparsity: when observing the WSI in a large
field of view (3mm/pixel), histological findings (highlighted
with a green box) are sparsely distributed on the WSI. Feature sparsity: when zoomed into a small field of view (50
mm/pixel), tissue alterations are mainly represented in features of nuclei (circled in yellow) and fat droplets (circled
in green). In addition to the accurate NAS, it is also important to demonstrate histological findings to provide visual evidence for the NAS. In the case that the WSI only has NAS
but does not know specific regions of histological findings,
the sparse distribution has a higher demand for data utilization efficiency of small medical datasets.
Recently, some works [Forlano et al., 2020; Taylor-Weiner
et al., 2021] learn to recognize a small tissue region with histological findings in a supervised manner. It requires pixellevel annotations indicating histological findings. Annota-
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tions require expert knowledge and are time-consuming for
pathologists, so such annotations are not always available. Instead, [Jana et al., 2020] attempts to release the high requirements for pixel-level annotations and only uses image-level
labels to train the model. It adopts ResNet [He et al., 2016]
network on the WSI and treats all tissue regions equally.
However, not all the tissue regions are equally important for
NAS scoring. The model should pay more attention to tissue
alteration regions rather than irrelevant normal tissue regions.
Furthermore, only estimating the NAS would be criticized for
the weak interpretability of the model. Both interpretability
and diagnostic accuracy are important in medical image applications. How to learn inherently interpretable models is
significant, but rarely studied for this specific task.
Based on the above analysis, how to derive a principle to
tackle the sparsity in spatial and feature domains needs further consideration in research. Our basic observation is that
histological features (e.g., nucleus and fat droplets) are universal signals associated with tissue alterations. For example,
inflammation areas present a high density of nuclei to convey information about tissue alterations, while normal tissue
presents evenly distributed nuclei. According to these tissue
alteration prior, we can roughly analyze the importance of tissue regions based on the area of histological features. These
histological features enable us to perform adaptive sampling
to capture tissue regions containing tissue alteration information. Furthermore, tissue alterations in one tissue area are
concentrated on nuclei and fat droplets. It is more reasonable
to learn sparse features for diagnosis on these tissue structures.
In this paper, we propose a sparse interpretable feature
learning method (SparseX) for NAS scoring. Specifically,
SparseX introduces histological feature-guided interpretable
spatial sampling (ISS) that selects informative tissue regions based on histological features (e.g., fat droplets or nuclei). Histological features are first extracted to provide guidance for importance estimation and selection of tissue alteration regions. Furthermore, we formulate sparse feature
learning with non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). An
NMF-based attributes learning (SAL) module is embedded
into a deep network to learn sparse features from a highdimensional feature space. Our contributions are as follows:
• We propose a sparse interpretable feature learning
method (SparseX) that focuses on small but informative
tissue regions for NAS scoring from liver biopsy images.
• SparseX introduces histological feature-guided interpretable spatial sampling to adaptively select tissue regions containing tissue alterations based on histological
features.
• SparseX formulates feature learning as a low-rank decomposition problem. An NMF-based attributes learning is embedded into the deep network to select features
useful for diagnosis.

2

Related Work

NAS scoring aims to determine the fatty liver stage from liver
biopsy images. It involves grading three histological findings,
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steatosis, inflammation, and ballooning. In this section, we
first present related works focusing on NAS scoring. Next,
we review other possible techniques that can be adopted from
similar histology image fields to address the sparsity in spatial
and feature domains.
NAS Scoring. Some prior studies [Popa et al., 2021] try
to solve NAS scoring in two stages. They first build a labeled image tile dataset based on pixel-level annotations.
The identification of three histological findings can then be
learned in a supervised manner. [Forlano et al., 2020] learns
to recognize histological findings through handcrafted features which are carefully designed. Handcrafted features
may not tackle the variance in complex tissue structures.
[Taylor-Weiner et al., 2021] adopts CNNs for feature extraction. These models rely on pixel-level annotations which are
not always available in the medical field. To alleviate the
high requirement for dense annotations, some other works
focus on developing models which can be trained using data
with image-level labels to classify WSIs. [Roy et al., 2020;
Heinemann et al., 2019] apply ResNet[He et al., 2016] classification network for NAS estimation. It would be criticized
for the weak interpretability of the model. Interpretability
and diagnosis accuracy are both important in medical image
applications.
Spatial Sparsity. Multiple instances learning [Chikontwe
et al., 2020; Zhang and Zhou, 2017] is suitable for solving
binary classification problem on WSIs. The slide-level label is determined by the presence or absence of histological findings observed in WSIs. Inn, NAS scoring is a multiclass classification task. Slide-level labels are determined by
the number of histological findings which cover a small portion of a WSI. In the field of high-resolution natural image
analysis, it is also an important topic that drives the model
to focus on a small fraction of image content. The locations of interested regions are selected from the attention
distribution introduced in [Katharopoulos and Fleuret, 2019;
Cordonnier et al., 2021]. When these methods are applied to
liver biopsy images for NAS scoring, the model is unable to
handle complex tissue structures, resulting in limited performance.
Feature Sparsity. Low-rank decomposition is theoretically
studied in conventional machine learning methods for histological image representation [Arevalo et al., 2014]. [Vahadane et al., 2016] adopts NMF [Lee and Seung, 1999] and
decomposes the histological image for color normalization.
The ordinary NMF aims to learn a clean feature space while
preserving dominant image content. NAS scoring depends
on the analysis of sparse histological findings that constitute
only a small part of the WSI.

3

Proposed Method

As shown in Figure 2, given a WSI, we propose a sparse interpretable feature learning framework to tackle sparsity in
spatial and feature domains. All sliced image tiles are fed
into a histological feature extractor to provide guidance for
the scorer network to estimate the attention score. Based on
the attention score, top k image tiles are selected and processed for feature extraction. Under the sparse assumption,
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Figure 2: Illustration of our proposed method.

NMF-based attributes learning is embedded into a deep network to select features expressing tissue alterations that are
beneficial for diagnosis.

3.1

Histological Feature-guided Interpretable
Spatial Sampling

Gigapixel liver biopsy images record cellular-level tissue
structures. The diagnosis of NAFLD relies on the analysis
of three histological findings which are sparsely distributed
the WSI. How to select the interested tissue alteration region
is the key to diagnosis. To address the problem, we propose
a histological feature-guided interpretable sampling module,
which selects tissue regions based on the cues provided by
histological features, as shown in the top part of Figure 2.
Given a WSI xi , it is firstly divided into small image tiles
{x1i , ..., xji , ..., xni } for computation efficiency. Inspired by
[Yin et al., 2021], fat droplets and nuclei pay a key role in
indicating regions of tissue alterations. Fat droplets represent
areas of tissue alterations associated with steatosis and ballooning. The accumulated nucleus indicate areas associate
with inflammation. For each image tile xji , we develop a histological features extractor Eprior based on [Forlano et al.,
2020] to get histological features nji :
nji = Eprior (xji )

(1)

nji

Histological features describe tissue structures and have
a correlation with histological findings. The spatial density of
these histological features in each tile reflects the likelihood
of observing histological findings. A histological featureguided scorer Sθ is developed to estimate an attention score
sji :
sji = Sθ (nji )

(2)

The score distribution on WSI xi can be represented by
si = {s1i , s2i , ..., sni }. The attention score sji reflects the importance of image tile j in slide i. Guided by the attention
score, we can determine which parts of the image to retain
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and which to discard. We select informative tissue regions by
differential patch selection T opK [Cordonnier et al., 2021]:
x′i = T opK(xi , si )
(3)
where x′i denotes selected image tiles and x′i =
{x1i , x2i , ..., xki }. k refers to the number of selected tiles.
Each tissue tile xji records complex tissue structures. They
are further fed into a local feature encoder F to extract l dimensional representation fij ∈ Rl :
fij = F (xji )
(4)
For the slide image xi , the corresponding feature can be
represented by a feature combination of selected tiles fi =
[fi1 , fi2 , ..., fik ], and fi ∈ Rk×l .
Through histological feature-guided interpretable spatial
sampling, the original gigapixel WSI is projected into a more
compact feature space. The model attends more to the tissue
area that contains tissue alterations.

3.2

NMF-based Attributes Learning

In WSIs, it is challenging to identify features that lead to different disease severity. Due to the high complexity of the tissue structure and high-dimensional feature space, the feature
fi may record redundant information irrelevant to the final diagnosis. We consider the problem of sparse feature learning
by extending the idea of non-negative matrix factorization.
Given the feature fi represented by a high-dimensional tensor, it can be decomposed into the production of two low-rank
l
l
metrics ci ∈ Rk× r and di ∈ Rl× r by minimizing matrix factorization loss Lnmf :
Lnmf = ||fi − ci d⊤
(5)
i ||F + R1 (ci ) + R2 (di )
where R1 , R2 are the regularization terms on the rank. The
l
low-rank matrix di ∈ Rl× r can be interpreted as rl core attributes present in the WSI. The number of columns for ci and
di is determined by rl . r is feature compression ratio.
Ordinary NMF aims to remove some noise and maintain
the dominant image content. The NMF in Eq 5 approximates
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Steatosis
NAS
0 1 2 3
Original 0 9 14 10
SteatosisRaw
Combined 9
14 10
Original 0 99 102 64
Liver-NAS
Combined 99 102 64

Inflammation
0 1 2 3
5 28 0 0
5
28
42 135 84 4
42 135 88

Ballooning
0
1 2
20 13 0
20
13
109 140 16
109 156

Evaluation metrics. We choose specificity, sensitivity and
F1 score for evaluation. Each histological finding is evaluated
individually using the one-vs-rest strategy.

Table 1: Original and combined NAS distribution in two datasets

the source feature fi with the production ci d⊤
i . The core attributes di may record dominant tissue information, which is
irrelevant to the final diagnosis. Instead of focusing on the
large portion of normal tissue structures, we are mainly interested in selecting features describing small portion tissue
alterations. The tissue alteration region is often subtle and
much less expressed than the most dominant components.
The core attribute di should reflect these small small portion
of tissue structures that are helpful in diagnosis. We develop
a classifier G applied for core attributes di for the final NAS
estimation:
ŷi = G(di )

(6)

where ŷi denotes the predicted label for sample xi .
The corresponding classification loss Lcls is:
Lcls =

N
1 X
yi log ŷi
N i=1

(7)

To incorporate the supervisory information of NAS yi , we
augment the matrix factorization loss Lnmf with classification loss Lcls . So, the final objective function L can be formulated as the combination of two loss terms:
L = Lnmf + Lcls

(8)

Together with the supervision of classification, the original NMF becomes secondary to the classification task. The
supervision would guide the decomposition to discover core
attributes that contribute to the disease staging. We apply the
Multiplicative Update rules [Geng et al., 2021; Lee and Seung, 2000] to optimize the objective function in an end-to-end
manner.

4

Experimental Results

Datasets. We validate the effectiveness of our proposed
method on two liver biopsy image datasets. SteatosisRaw
[Roy et al., 2020] is a public liver section dataset collected
from 33 children. Due to the stain variance related to the tissue preparation and scanning process, all liver tissue sections
are stained and normalized into standard H&E. The average
image resolution is 30, 000 × 20, 000 by pixel. Liver-NAS
[Zhou et al., 2021] is a private dataset of liver biopsy images collected from 265 patients. All liver tissue sections are
stained with H&E without normalization processing. The average image resolution is 61, 000 × 20, 000 by pixel.
On both datasets, each WSI is assigned to a discrete NAS
by an expert pathologist for quantifying histological findings
of steatosis (0-3), inflammation (0-3), and ballooning (0-2).
We randomly split all patients into three groups and report
the results using 3-fold cross-validation.
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Data pre-processing. WSIs A large portion of pixels in
each WSI belong to the background and contain no information. The tissue region is identified by watershed segmentation [Forlano et al., 2020]. The slide is sliced into nonoverlapping tissue tiles of dimension 256 × 256. Labels As
shown in Table 1, the original NAS cannot be used for training because the number of patients in some scores is too small
(as shown in ’Original’ row). To guarantee there are relatively
enough data for learning, we combine some classes and the
distribution of new classes are shown in ’Combined’ row.
Training details. The histological feature extractor Eprior
is implemented with watershed algorithm same as [Forlano
et al., 2020]. Histological feature-guided scorer Sθ network
consists of 4 Conv2D layers followed by a global average
pooling. The pre-trained ResNet-18 [He et al., 2016] is
chosen as our local feature encoder F . Following [Jana et
al., 2020], only the last residual block is updated for avoiding over-fitting. The model is trained using the Adam optimizer for 30 epochs. The initial learning rate is set to 1e−4 .
We adopt a learning rate schedule of exponential decay with
power 0.9. The batch size is set to 8 and 2 for two datasets,
respectively. We set k = 50 and r = 8 by default.

4.1

Comparison With State-of-the-Art Methods

We compare our method against three methods including
[Jana et al., 2020] (referred as All-samples), [Cordonnier et
al., 2021] (referred as TopK) and [Geng et al., 2021](referred
as DeepNMF). All-samples is dedicated to estimating the
NAS from the WSI. It treats all image tiles equally for final NAS estimation. Topk is proposed for identifying highdimensional (∼ 960 × 1280) natural image with simple background. It focuses on selecting a small number of patches
from high resolution images for image classification. DeepNMF introduces a deep learning method to implement NMF.
We use public available code for our liver biopsy image
datasets.
Table 2 shows the NAS estimation results on the public SteatosisRaw dataset. It demonstrates that the proposed
method is effective by learning sparse interpretable features.
Compared with the method [Heinemann et al., 2019] which
uses all samples without having a patch selection procedure
(referred as All-samples), the patch sampling-based method
[Cordonnier et al., 2021] improves the average F1 score to
74.2% and 74.7% for inflammation and ballooning, respectively. The improvement is benefiting from the selection of a
small fraction of the WSI. It improves the efficiency of data
utilization. DeepNMF focuses on learning major image content while ignoring tiny tissue alterations, resulting in performance degradation. The introduction of interpretable spatial
sampling (ISS) improves the model and increases the average
F1 score to 73.1%, 76.7%, 69.9% for steatosis, inflammation, ballooning, respectively. The improvement is because
histological features can provide cues to areas of tissue alterations. These cues explicitly drive the model to attend to
the informative region for feature learning. When employing
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Specificity
Sensitivity
F1
Steatosis Inflammation Ballooning Steatosis Inflammation Ballooning Steatosis Inflammation
All-samples [Jana et al., 2020] 85.7±4.52 69.4±7.86 67.8±19.20 78.1±4.09 69.4±7.86 67.8±19.20 72.3±6.93 71.9±12.51
TopK [Cordonnier et al., 2021] 79.6±7.70 71.3±5.24 74.9±11.34 68.1±10.75 71.3±5.24 74.9±11.34 57.5±19.69 74.2±9.20
DeepNMF [Geng et al., 2021] 73.5±12.09 69.4±4.54 60.0±8.83 50.0±23.57 69.4±4.54 60.0±8.83 43.7±28.13 70.4±8.00
ISS
87.6±2.50 77.8±3.93 80.8±5.14 78.0±7.03 77.8±3.93 80.8±5.14 73.1±3.68 76.7±5.72
Ours
ISS+SAL
84.5±1.70 88.9±9.07 79.3±5.99 73.9±7.13 88.9±9.07 79.3±5.99 68.8±3.61 79.3±16.11
Method

Ballooning
66.0±17.50
70.5±11.65
55.2±6.43
74.7±8.03
76.7±3.13

Table 2: Performance comparison on SteatosisRaw dataset
Specificity
Sensitivity
F1
Steatosis Inflammation Ballooning Steatosis Inflammation Ballooning Steatosis Inflammation Ballooning
All-samples [Jana et al., 2020] 86.4±1.75 75.6±0.94 66.0±2.15 73.0±3.36 57.2±1.67 66.0±2.15 72.2±3.29 49.4±5.14 64.7±2.33
TopK [Cordonnier et al., 2021] 86.0±0.88 75.1±1.25 62.8±3.24 71.2±1.57 56.6±3.01 62.8±3.24 71.7±1.16 50.8±6.63 62.9±3.23
DeepNMF [Geng et al., 2021] 85.2±0.63 74.9±0.81 65.9±3.24 70.3±1.47 52.8±3.82 65.9±3.24 69.3±1.15 49.7±4.21 64.0±1.85
ISS
87.5±1.00 76.2±2.43 70.3±3.99 75.6±1.94 53.7±3.86 70.3±3.99 74.6±2.24 55.2±4.31 69.9±3.87
Ours
ISS+SAL
86.6±0.86 77.0±1.36 71.2±3.63 73.6±2.75 57.5±1.41 71.2±3.63 73.4±1.89 56.8±1.57 70.8±3.60
Method

4.2

Attention Distribution

To better understand the benefits of introducing histological
features, we plot the distribution of attention scores and compare them with the scores produced by TopK.
As shown in Figure 3, the first row shows the attention
score distribution with respect to steatosis. Compared to the
attention score distribution produced by TopK (left), our attention score distribution (right) better reflects the observed
sparsity of histological findings in WSIs. TopK has a narrow
distribution with a high mean and small deviation. Each tissue region has a large attention score. In contrast, our method
can produce an attention distribution with a low mean value
and large deviation. Benefiting from histological features, our
method can better distinguish the type of tissue region from
the complex tissue structure.
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NMF-based attributes learning (ISS + SAL), the performance
can be further improved , reaching 79.3% and 76.7% for inflammation and ballooning, respectively. We observe a 4.2%
reduction in steatosis. The distribution of inflammation and
ballooning was more sparse compared to the distribution of
steatosis. Sparse feature learning is more suitable for features
that contain more redundant information.
When conducting experiments on the more challenging
Liver-NAS dataset, which preserves the stain variance. We
observe a similar performance, as shown in Table 3. The
performance on inflammation produced by TopK method is
even close to that of All-samples. We observe a little performance drop on steatosis and ballooning. This may be caused
by staining variance preserved in Liver-NAS dataset. This
makes it more difficult to select information-rich tissue regions in small dataset. In contrast, we see our sparse interpretable feature learning is independent of the datasets and
can bring consistent improvement. The introduction of ISS
improves the performance to 74.6%, 55.2%, and 69.9%, respectively. When adopting NMF-based attributes learning
(ISS + SAL), the performance can be further improved and
reach 56.8% and 70.8% on inflammation and ballooning, respectively. Compared with the improvement on the SteatosisRaw dataset, the effect of SAL is not so great on the LiverNAS dataset. SAL is parameter efficient and it is more capable of showing its capabilities without a large number of
samples.

Steatosis

Table 3: Performance comparison on Liver-NAS dataset

0.920

0.000

0.000

0.901

0.947

Ours

Figure 3: Score distribution comparison

Moreover, four tissue tiles are displayed at the bottom of
the figure. They represent the two most important tiles and
the two least important tiles, as determined by the estimated
attention score. The attention score estimated by our method
can better reflect the probability of histological findings observed in the tissue region. The white region represents the
steatosis cell. In the tile with an attention score of 0.999, we
observe a large portion of steatosis cells. We find a similar attention score distribution pattern for inflammation (2nd row)
and ballooning (3rd row). Histological findings of interest
(highlighted with bounding boxes) can be observed in image
tiles with a larger attention score produced by our method.
But no similar pattern is observed in the attention score generated by TopK. The reason is that histological features have
a strong correlation with histological findings.
To show that our proposed model indeed learns to focus
on histological findings for NAS scoring, we visualize the
learned attention distribution on liver biopsy images. For
reference, we use a rectangular area with an attention score
of 1.0 to highlight the area containing histological findings
pointed out by pathologists (referred as GroundTruth in the
2nd column). We compare qualitatively our learned attention
distribution between the TopK method (referred to as TopK
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Figure 4: Comparison of attention distribution on liver biopsy images.The original liver biopsy image (1st column) and attention distribution
comparison (2nd-4th column). Histological features under attention maps are rendered in green (5th column).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Ablation on sparsity in (a) spatial domain and (b) feature
domain by varying the number of selected tiles k and feature compression ratio r.

in the 3rd column) and ours (referred as Ours in the 4th column). The extracted histological features of the tissue region
highlighted by attention maps are rendered in the 5th column
(referred as Ours(histological features)). As shown in Figure
4, our learned attention map matches well with the distribution of histological findings. This reflects that histological
features indeed help drive the model to focus on tissue alterations and improve the interpretability of the model.

5

lected image tiles. A larger k means selecting more patches
for following feature learning. The same tissue alteration
type shows slightly different sparsity under two datasets. For
steatosis, as the value of k increases, F1 score gradually increases. When we continue to increase the value of k, the
effect would decrease. Sampling fewer patches results in loss
of informative tissue regions. Sampling more patches results
in preserving lots of redundant information. We observe that
k = 50 achieves the best result because it balances the relationship between sparsity and the amount of information in
selected tissue regions. For inflammation, the performance
peaks for the two datasets are 50 and 30, respectively. Different histological findings also have different degrees of sparsity under the same dataset. On the Liver-NAS dataset, the
performance peaks for the three histological findings are 50,
30, and 40, respectively. It is consistent with varying degrees
of sparsity.
Figure 5(b) shows the results of learning features under
different feature compression ratios r. There is no simple
linear relationship between the feature compression ratio r
and the performance measured by the F1 score. Experiments
show that feature sparsity has a greater impact on the smaller
SteatosisRaw dataset. Future work may consider this different sparsity to further improve model performance.

6

Ablation Study on Sparsity

We conduct ablation experiments on two datasets to demonstrate the effect of sparsity in spatial and feature domains,
as shown in Figure 5. The number of selected image tiles
k and the feature compression ratio r in feature space are
two important hyper-parameters in our learning framework.
These two hyper-parameters determine the sparsity in spatial and feature domains, respectively. To study the effects of
sparsity on estimating NAS, we vary the number of selected
tiles k = {30, 40, 50, 60, 70} and feature compression ratio
r = {6, 7, 8, 9, 10} in feature dimension. All other settings
are the same. We report the average F1 score using 3-fold
cross-validation.
Figure 5(a) shows the results with varying number k of se-
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Conclusion

In this paper, we present a sparse interpretable feature learning method (SparseX) for NAS scoring from liver biopsy
images. To tackle the sparse histological findings observed
in the spatial and feature domains, histological featureguided interpretable spatial sampling and NMF-based attributes learning are introduced for informative tissue region
selection and core attributes learning. Experimental results
show the effectiveness of the proposed method in terms of
classification performance and interpretability.
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